Scissor Step Mounting Instructions
Product No.: AS02, AS03, AS04, AS05, AS23, AS24, AS25, SS02, SS03, SS04
Congratulations! You have chosen a high quality scissor stair that has been carefully manufactured to rigid
production specifications. With very little maintenance, this stair will last a long time.
Installation:
1. Open stair to length that optimizes level position of steps when mounted and slip mounting bracket on
the upper (shorter) bar. Position against camper for best access to door opening. Block stair in place.
2. With stair blocked in desired position, open and close camper door to assure the mounting position will
allow free movement of door.
We recommend a minimum of 1/8" clearance be
maintained between the lowest point of the door
and the mounting bracket.
Note: These stairs are available in either
aluminum or steel and in a two, three or four
step configuration. Refer to chart below
to determine the size that is correct for
your application:
Vertical
Product #
Extension
AS02/SS02
AS03/AS23/SS03
AS04/AS24/SS04
AS05/AS25

18" - 23"
24" - 30"
31" - 39"
40" - 48"

3. With stair in place and positioned for best
access, mark the holes with a scribe or felt pen.
Remove stair and drill with a 5/32" drill bit.
Minimum depth: 1 1/4". Maximum depth:
1 3/4".
Note: be sure there are no electrical wires, water lines or anything else in the path of the drill bit before you drill.
4. Secure the mounting bracket in place with the four (4) 1/4" x 1 1/2" long lag screws. Note that the
mounting bracket included with scissor stairs # AS23, AS24 and AS25 has five (5) holes. The middle
hole on that mounting bracket does not require a lag screw.
Notes: Be sure stairs are mounted in both "V" carriers on mounting bracket before using the stairs. It is
important to extend the stair until it reaches the stop pins on the bottom bars. Failure to do so may cause
stairs to fold up while in use. Remove stair for travel.
WARNING: This step is only to be used while vehicle is stationary. Do not permanently mount step.
Use mounting bracket provided so step is easily removed prior to vehicle travel. If step is not
removed prior to travel, injury and damage may occur and voids warranty and liability.

